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Update user documentation - #1535 Expose the certificate itself in TLS-lua
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Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Mats Klepsland
Category: 
Affected Versions: 
Label: 

Description
It would be helpful for the user if the documentation with regards to Expose the certificate itself in TLS-lua https://redmine.openinfosecfoundation.org/issues/1535 is updated as per the pull request - https://github.com/inliniac/suricata/pull/1761

History
#1 - 03/17/2016 09:18 AM - Mats Klepsland
- Status changed from New to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Documentation have been added.

#2 - 03/17/2016 09:19 AM - Mats Klepsland
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed